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CATERING

Two of the things our organization is known for is the good

ambiance in the great bivouacs and the excellent catering.

Our professional catering team has made it its own

challenge since the very beginning, with top catering in a

very unique setting.

What did you think of breakfast What did you think of dinner
What about the quality of the food 

at the checkpoints



WE ALWAYS AIM TO PLEASE
OUR CLIENTS

 

What did you think of the showers

and the toilets

What did you think of 

the mecanic area

what did you think of the parc fermé 

( safety, accessibility )



GO WHERE THE WIFI IS WEAK
AND THE STARS ARE BRIGHT

 

What did you think of the tents

( bivouac , comfort, etc.. )
Did you like the hotels? Do you prefer tents + hotels

or only hotels or 

was it just ok like it was

prefer more 

nights in a tent

prefer only hotels

it was just perfect

50/50 would 

be perfect



THE STAGES

RocDuMaroc is an extreme mountain bike endurance / race for everyone who is passionate about cycling, sports and self-sacrifice. It is a

MTB marathon that requires the desire to outshine and a passion for challenge: the desire to achieve what few have done before, in

extreme weather conditions and with grueling distances.

Both the racer and the sporty adventurer get the opportunity to get to know one of the most beautiful countries of North Africa in an

unforgettable way.

The challenge starts in Ouarzazate and continues along the foothills of the Atlas Mountains to finally arrive at the dunes of Merzouga.

Along the way we drive through canyons, palm valleys, salt lakes and vast desert plains. The population in these remote areas is very

friendly and hospitable, the climate is very diverse. Cold in the mountains and hot in the desert. The slopes are of exceptional beauty and

the many rocky mountain landscapes breathtaking.

difficulty level? Length? Were the slopes unsafe or too technical?

 

Variation

 

a bit too easy

perfect

a bit too difficult

much too difficult

much too short

too short

much too easy

perfect

too long

much too long

yes

no

sometimes

not enough 

variation

perfect

chaos

too much 

variation

no variation



COMMUNICATION

What we do we try to do well. Pictures say more than 1000 words, but the

combination with the right text and explanation completes the picture. The

power of repetition and the power of images are without a doubt linked. In

order to be well prepared at the start of RocduMaroc, we want every participant

to be carefully informed. Not only via our website but via detailed participant

updates;

communication before the start of the challenge 

( social media, website, presentations, mailings ) 

reporting during the challenge 

( videos, pictures, live website, ranking, etc... ) 
what did you think of the communication over all 



WHO EVER SAID MONEY
CAN'T BUY HAPPINESS....

THINK AGAIN

 

OVER ALL SCORE



ROCDUMAROCROCDUMAROC

1  -  9  OKTOBER  2022

DON 'T  CALL  IT  A  DREAM
CALL  IT  A  PLAN


